Speech comprehension requires the fidelity of the auditory system, but it also hinges on higher-order cognitive abilities. In noisy, multitalker listening situations, speech comprehension turns into a challenging cognitive task for our brain. Under such circumstances, listening is often facilitated by a stronger engagement of auditory spatial attention ("where" to expect speech) and context-dependent semantic predictions ("what" to expect) ([@r1][@r2][@r3]--[@r4]). It has been long recognized that individuals differ substantially in utilizing these cognitive strategies in adaptation to challenging listening situations ([@r5][@r6]--[@r7]). The cortical underpinning of this adaptation and the corresponding interindividual variability are poorly understood, hindering future attempts to aid hearing or to rehabilitate problems in speech comprehension.

Functional neuroimaging has demonstrated that understanding degraded speech draws on cortical resources far beyond traditional perisylvian regions, involving cingulo-opercular, inferior frontal, and premotor cortices ([@r8][@r9][@r10][@r11][@r12]--[@r13]). While listening clearly marks a large-scale neural process shared across cortical nodes and networks ([@r14][@r15][@r16][@r17]--[@r18]), we do not know whether and how challenging speech comprehension relies on large-scale cortical networks (i.e., the functional connectome) and their adaptive reconfiguration.

The functional connectome is described by measuring correlated spontaneous brain responses using blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI. When measured at rest, the result can be used to investigate whole-brain intrinsic networks ([@r19][@r20]--[@r21]), which are relatively stable within individuals and reflect correlation patterns primarily determined by structural connectivity ([@r22][@r23]--[@r24]). However, the makeup of resting-state networks varies across individuals and undergoes subtle reconfigurations during the performance of specific tasks ([@r25][@r26][@r27][@r28][@r29][@r30]--[@r31]).

Accordingly, the variation from resting-state to task-specific brain networks has been proposed to predict individuals' behavioral states or performance ([@r29], [@r32][@r33][@r34][@r35]--[@r36]). Interestingly, most of the variance in the configuration of brain networks arises from interindividual variability rather than task contexts ([@r37]). Here, we ask whether this variance contributes to the interindividual variability in successful adaptation to a challenging listening situation.

Knowing that cortical systems supporting speech processing show correlated activity during rest ([@r38][@r39]--[@r40]), we treat the whole-brain resting-state network as the putative task network at its "idling" baseline ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). As a listening challenge arises, different functional specializations for speech comprehension are conceivable across cortex depending on the task demands ([@r41]).

![Two possible network reconfigurations (case 1 and case 2) characterized by a shift of the functional connectome toward either higher segregation (more localized cortical processing) or lower segregation (more distributed cortical processing) during a listening challenge. Global efficiency is inversely related to the sum of shortest path lengths between every pair of nodes, indicating the capacity of a network for parallel processing. Modularity describes the segregation of nodes into relatively dense subsystems (here shown in distinct colors), which are sparsely interconnected. Mean local efficiency is equivalent to global efficiency computed on the direct neighbors of each node, which is then averaged over all nodes. Toward higher functional segregation, the hypothetical baseline network loses the shortcut between the blue and green module (dashed link). Instead, within the green module, a new connection emerges (red link). Together, these form a segregated configuration tuned for a more localized cortical processing.](pnas.1815321116fig01){#fig01}

These functional specializations of speech comprehension can be studied at the system level within the framework of network segregation and integration using graph-theoretical connectomics ([@r33], [@r42]). Accordingly, it is plausible to expect that attending to and processing local elements in the speech stream ([@r13], [@r43]) would shift the topology of the functional connectome toward higher segregation (more localized cortical processing), while processing of larger units of speech ([@r44], [@r45]) would lead to a reconfiguration toward lower segregation (more distributed cortical processing) ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

As such, we here capitalize on the degree and direction of the functional connectome reconfiguration as a proxy for an individual's successful adaptation and thus, speech comprehension success in a challenging listening task ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

![Listening task and individuals' performance. (*A*) The linguistic Posner task with concurrent speech (i.e., cued speech comprehension). Participants listened to two competing dichotomously presented sentences. Each trial started with the visual presentation of a spatial cue. An informative cue provided information about the side (left ear vs. right ear) of the to be probed sentence final word (invoking selective attention). An uninformative cue did not provide information about the side of to be probed sentence final word (invoking divided attention). A semantic cue was visually presented, indicating a general or a specific semantic category for both sentence final words (allowing semantic predictions). At the end of each trial, a visual response array appeared on the left or right side of the screen with four word choices asking the participant to identify the final word of the sentence presented to the left or right ear, depending on the side of the response array. (*B*) Predictions from linear mixed effects models. Scattered data points (*n* = 49) represent trial-averaged predictions derived from the model. Black points and vertical lines show mean ± bootstrapped 95% CI. OR is the odds ratio parameter estimate resulting from generalized linear mixed effects models; β is the slope parameter estimate resulting from general linear mixed effects models.](pnas.1815321116fig02){#fig02}

Results {#s1}
=======

We measured brain activity using fMRI in an age-varying sample of healthy adults (*n* = 49; 19--69 y old) and constructed large-scale cortical network models ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)) during rest and while individuals performed a linguistic Posner task with concurrent speech. The task presented participants with two competing dichotic sentences uttered by the same female speaker ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Participants were probed on the last word (i.e., target) of one of these two sentences. Crucially, two visual cues were presented upfront. Either a spatial attention cue indicated the to be probed side, thus invoking selective attention, or it was uninformative, thus invoking divided attention. The second cue specified the semantic category of the sentence final words either very generally or more specifically, which allowed for more or less precise semantic prediction of the upcoming target word. Using (generalized) linear mixed effects models, we examined the influence of the listening cues and brain network reconfiguration on listening success, controlling for individuals' age, head motion, and the probed side.

Informative Spatial and Semantic Cues Facilitate Speech Comprehension. {#s2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The analysis of listening performance using linear mixed effects models revealed an overall behavioral benefit from more informative cues. As expected, participants performed more accurately and faster under selective attention compared with divided attention \[accuracy: odds ratio (OR) = 2.1, *P* \< 0.001; response speed: β = 0.1, *P* \< 0.001\] ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). Moreover, participants performed more accurately and faster when they were cued to the specific semantic category of the target word compared with a general category (accuracy: OR = 1.1, *P* \< 0.05; response speed: β = 0.03, *P* \< 0.01) ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). Participants benefitted notably more from the informative spatial cue than from the informative (i.e., specific) semantic cue. We did not find any evidence of an interactive effect of the two cues on behavior (likelihood ratio tests; accuracy: $\chi^{2}$ = 0.005, *P* = 0.9; response speed: $\chi^{2}$ = 2.5, *P* = 0.1). Lending validity to our results, younger participants performed more accurately and faster than older participants as expected (main effect of age; accuracy: OR = 0.63, *P* \< 0.0001; response speed: β = --0.03, *P* \< 0.001). Furthermore, as to be expected from the well-established right ear advantage for linguistic materials ([@r46]), participants were faster when probed on the right compared with the left ear (main effect of probe: β = 0.018, *P* \< 0.01) ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental) has all model terms and estimates).

Higher Segregation of the Whole-Brain Network During Cued Speech Comprehension. {#s3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A main question in this study was whether and how resting-state brain networks are reconfigured when listening challenges arise. We compared functional connectivity and three key topological network metrics between resting state and the listening task ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental) has the definitions of brain metrics). We expected that resting-state brain networks would functionally reshape and shift either toward higher segregation (more localized cortical processing) or lower segregation (more distributed cortical processing) during the listening task ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Our network comparison revealed how the whole-brain network reconfigured in adaptation to cued speech comprehension ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

![Alterations in whole-brain network metrics during the listening task relative to the resting state. Functional segregation was significantly increased from rest to task. This was manifested in (*A*) higher within-module connectivity but lower between-module connectivity, and (*B*) higher network modularity and local efficiency, but lower global network efficiency. Histograms show the distribution of the change (task minus rest) of the network metrics across all 49 participants.](pnas.1815321116fig03){#fig03}

First, while mean within-module functional connectivity of the whole-brain network showed a significant increase from rest to task (Cohen's *d* = 0.53, *P* \< 0.01) ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Center*), between-module connectivity showed the opposite effect (Cohen's *d* = −0.72, *P* \< 0.001) ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). Importantly, resting-state and listening task networks did not differ in their overall mean functional connectivity (*P* = 0.6) ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*), which emphasizes the importance of modular reconfiguration (i.e., change in network topology) in brain network adaptation in contrast to a mere alteration in overall functional connectivity (change in correlation strength).

Second, during the listening task, functional segregation of the whole-brain network increased relative to resting state. This effect was consistently observed on the local, intermediate, and global scales of network topology, a reconfiguration regime in the direction of the hypothetical case 1 depicted in [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}.

More specifically, global network efficiency---a metric that has been proposed to measure the capacity of brain networks for parallel processing ([@r47])---decreased from rest to task (Cohen's *d* = −0.47, *P* \< 0.001) ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*). In addition, modularity of brain networks---a metric related to the decomposability of a network into subsystems ([@r48])---increased under the listening task in contrast to resting state (Cohen's *d* = 1, *P* \< 0.001) ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Center*). Across participants, network modularity was higher in 43 of 49 individuals, with a considerable degree of interindividual variability in its magnitude. This result complements the significant changes in within- and between-module connectivity described earlier.

Moreover, the whole-brain network during the task was characterized by an increase in its local efficiency relative to resting state (Cohen's *d* = 0.66, *P* \< 0.001) ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). Knowing that local efficiency is inversely related to the topological distance between nodes within local cliques or clusters ([@r48]), this effect is another indication of a reconfiguration toward higher functional segregation, reflecting more localized cortical processing. The above results were robust with respect to the choice of network density ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)). Similar results were found when brain graphs were constructed (and compared with rest) separately per task block ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)), which rules out any systematic difference between resting state and task due to the difference in scan duration (the duration of each block is approximately the duration of resting state).

In an additional analysis, we investigated the correlation of brain network measures between resting state and listening task state. Reassuringly, the brain network measures were all positively correlated across participants ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)), supporting the idea that state- and trait-like determinants both contribute to individuals' brain network configurations ([@r28]).

We next investigated whether reconfiguration of the whole-brain networks from rest to task can account for the interindividual variability in listening success. To this end, using the same linear mixed effects model that revealed the beneficial effects of the listening cues on behavior, we tested whether the change in each whole-brain network metric (i.e., task minus rest) as well as its modulation by the different cue conditions could predict a listener's speech comprehension success.

We found a significant interaction between the spatial cue and the change in individuals' whole-brain network modularity in predicting accuracy (OR = 1.13, *P* \< 0.01). This interaction was driven by a weak positive relationship of modularity and accuracy during selective attention trials (OR = 1.17, *P* = 0.13) and the absence of such a relationship during divided attention trials (OR = 1.02, *P* = 0.8) ([*SI Appendix*, Tables S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)). This result provides initial evidence that, at the whole-brain level, higher network modularity relative to resting state coincides with successful implementation of selective attention to speech. Notably, when changes in other network measures were included in the model (i.e., change in local or global network efficiency instead of change in network modularity), no significant relationships were found. Also, the effect of the semantic cue on behavior was not significantly modulated by change in whole-brain network topology. More precisely, adding an interaction term between the semantic cue and change in brain network modularity did not significantly improve the model fit (likelihood ratio tests; accuracy: $\chi^{2}$ = 2.6, *P* = 0.1; response speed: $\chi^{2}$ = 3.8, *P* = 0.06). There was also no significant interaction between age and change in network modularity in predicting behavior (likelihood ratio tests; accuracy: $\chi^{2}$ = 1, *P* = 0.3; response speed: $\chi^{2}$ = 3.1, *P* = 0.08).

In the following sections, we will explore the cortical origin of the topological reconfiguration outlined above: first, at the whole-brain level and second, at a subnetwork level in more detail. In the final section of the results, we will illustrate the behavioral relevance of these reconfigurations at the individual level.

Reconfiguration of the Whole-Brain Network in Adaptation to Cued Speech Comprehension. {#s4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} provides a comprehensive overview of group-level brain networks, functional connectivity maps, and the corresponding connectograms (circular diagrams) during resting state ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) and during the listening task ([Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). In [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, cortical regions defined based on ref. [@r49] are grouped and color coded according to their module membership determined using the graph-theoretical consensus community detection algorithm ([@r48], [@r50]) ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental) has details).

![Modular reconfiguration of the whole-brain network in adaptation to the listening task. (*A*) The whole-brain resting-state network decomposed into six distinct modules shown in different colors. The network modules are visualized on the cortical surface, within the functional connectivity matrix, and on the connectogram using a consistent color scheme. Modules are functionally identified according to their node labels as in ref. [@r49]. Group-level modularity partition and the corresponding modularity index were obtained using graph-theoretical consensus community detection. Gray peripheral bars around the connectograms indicate the number of connections per node. (*B*) Flow diagram illustrating the reconfiguration of brain network modules from resting state (*Left*) in adaptation to the listening task (*Right*). Modules shown in separate vertical boxes in *Left* and *Right* are sorted from bottom to top according to the total PageRank of the nodes that they contain, and their heights correspond to their connection densities. The streamlines illustrate how nodes belonging to a given module during resting state change their module membership during the listening task. (*C*) Whole-brain network modules during the listening task. The network construction and visualization scheme are identical to *A*. AG, angular gyrus; AUD, auditory; CO, cingulo-opercular; CS, central sulcus; DA, dorsal attention; DM, default mode; FP, frontoparietal; g., gyrus; HG, Heschl's gyrus; post., posterior; SM, somatomotor; STG, superior temporal gyrus; sup., superior; VA, ventral attention; VIS, visual.](pnas.1815321116fig04){#fig04}

When applied to the resting-state data in our sample, the algorithm decomposed the group-averaged whole-brain network into six modules ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). The network module with the highest number of nodes largely overlapped with the known default mode network ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, dark blue). At the center of our investigation was the second largest module, comprising mostly auditory nodes and a number of cingulo-opercular nodes ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, yellow). For simplicity, we will refer to this module as the auditory module. Additional network modules included (in the order of size) a module made up of visual nodes ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, cyan) and one encompassing mostly somatomotor nodes ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, light blue) as well as a dorsal attention module ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, green) and a frontoparietal module ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, red).

[Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows how the configuration of the whole-brain network changed from rest to task. This network flow diagram illustrates whether and how cortical nodes belonging to a given network module during resting state ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*) changed their module membership during the listening task ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*). The streamlines tell us how the nodal composition of network modules changed, indicating a functional reconfiguration. According to the streamlines, the auditory module showed the most prominent reconfiguration ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, yellow module) (auditory), while the other modules underwent only moderate reconfigurations.

This reconfiguration of the auditory module can be summarized by two dominant nodal alterations. On the one hand, a nodal "branching" arises: a number of cingulate, frontal, temporal, and insular nodes change their module membership in adaptation to the listening task. On the other hand, a group of temporal and insular nodes merges with other temporal nodes from the default mode network module ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, *Left*, dark blue) and forms a new common module during the listening task ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*, yellow). Note that nodal merging should not be mistaken for functional integration. In a graph-theoretical sense, higher functional integration would be reflected by stronger between-module connectivity, which is opposite to what is found in this study ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

Interestingly, this latter group of temporal nodes includes posterior temporal nodes that are functionally associated with the ventral attention network ([@r21], [@r49], [@r51]). Considering the cortical surface maps, these alterations occur at the vicinity of the middle and posterior portions of the superior temporal lobes \[note the dark blue regions in the right superior temporal sulcus (STS)/superior temporal gyrus in resting-state maps, which turn yellow in the listening-state maps\].

In line with the changes described above, the reconfiguration of the auditory module is also observed as a change in the connection patterns shown by the connectograms ([Fig. 4 *A* and *C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, circular diagrams). Relative to rest, tuning in to the listening task condenses the auditory module, and its nodes have fewer connections to other modules. In addition, a group of cingulate and frontal nodes from the auditory module at rest merges with several nodes from the frontoparietal/dorsal attention module and forms a new module during the listening task ([Fig. 4 *B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*, dark brown [and *C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

Taken together, we have observed a reconfiguration of the whole-brain network that is dominated by modular branching and merging across auditory, cingulo-opercular, and ventral attention nodes ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

Reconfiguration of a Frontotemporal Auditory Control Network in Adaptation to Cued Speech Comprehension. {#s5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As outlined above, we had observed two prominent reconfigurations described in [Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, namely nodal branching and nodal merging. Accordingly, we identified the cortical origin of these nodal alterations based on the underlying functional parcellation ([@r49]). The identified nodes include auditory, ventral attention, and cingulo-opercular regions. We will refer to these frontotemporal cortical regions collectively as the auditory control network. This network encompasses 86 nodes (of 333 whole-brain nodes). According to [Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, this network is in fact a conjunction across all auditory, ventral attention, and cingulo-opercular nodes, irrespective of their module membership. For the purpose of a more transparent illustration, the cortical map of the auditory control network is visualized in [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}.

![Modular reconfiguration of the frontotemporal auditory control network in adaptation to the listening task. (*A*) The auditory control network. Cortical regions across the resting-state frontotemporal map are functionally identified and color coded according to their node labels as in ref. [@r49]. This network is decomposed into four distinct modules shown within the group-level functional connectivity matrix and the connectogram (circular diagram). Group-level modularity partition and the corresponding modularity index were obtained using graph-theoretical consensus community detection. Gray peripheral bars around the connectograms indicate the number of connections per node. (*B*, *Upper*) Flow diagram illustrating the reconfiguration of the auditory control network from resting state (*Left*) to the listening task (*Right*). Modules shown in separate vertical boxes in *Left* and *Right* are sorted from bottom to top according to the total PageRank of the nodes that they contain, and their heights correspond to their connection densities. The streamlines illustrate how nodes belonging to a given module during resting state change their module membership during the listening task. (*B*, *Lower*) Alteration in functional connectivity within the auditory control network complements the topological reconfiguration illustrated by the flow diagram (*C*) Modules of the auditory control network during the listening task. The network construction and visualization scheme are identical to *A*. Since auditory and ventral attention nodes are merged (yellow and orange nodes), an additional green--blue color coding is used for a clearer illustration of modules. AG, angular gyrus; ant., anterior; AUD, auditory; CO, cingulo-opercular; CS, central sulcus; g., gyrus; HG, Heschl's gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; Operc., operculum; post., posterior; Pre/PoCG, pre-/postcentral gyrus; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; post., posterior; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; SMG, suparmarginal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus; sup., superior; VA, ventral attention.](pnas.1815321116fig05){#fig05}

Similar to the whole-brain analysis ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), the auditory control network can be decomposed into modules by applying the consensus community detection algorithm again but this time, to the graph encompassing the 86 nodes. The result is visualized in [Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} by grouping the nodes within the group-level functional connectivity matrix and the corresponding connectogram. During resting state, the consensus community detection algorithm had decomposed the auditory control network into four distinct modules that correspond well with their functional differentiation as in ref. [@r49]. That is, auditory, ventral attention, and cingulo-opercular nodes form their own distinct homogeneous modules.

During the listening task, however, the configuration of the auditory control network changed ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Upper*). According to the streamlines, the majority of auditory nodes (yellow) and posterior ventral attention nodes (orange) merged to form a common network module during the task ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*, first module from bottom). This reconfiguration co-occurred with an increase in functional connectivity within the auditory nodes and ventral attention nodes as well as between auditory and ventral attention nodes ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Lower* and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)). The cortical and connectivity maps of the auditory--ventral attention module are shown in [Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, dark blue module.

This network module emerging during the listening task involves cortical regions mostly in the vicinity of the bilateral STS and Heschl's gyrus as well as the right angular gyrus. Note also the increase in the functional connectivity across these nodes ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, connectivity matrix, dark blue module) and the increase in the number of connections within this module ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, connectogram, gray bars inside the dark blue module) (all relative to resting state). Collectively, this reconfiguration indicates a stronger functional cross-talk between auditory and posterior ventral attention regions during the listening task compared with resting state.

In contrast, frontal ventral attention nodes do not merge with other nodes and remain connected within a separate module during both resting state and task ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Right*, second module from top). These nodes overlap with cortical regions at the vicinity of inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, light green module). Moreover, the majority of cingulo-opercular nodes ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, red) are grouped together during the listening task ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, light blue module). This co-occurs with a decrease in functional connectivity within the cingulo-opercular nodes as well as between auditory and cingulo-opercular nodes ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, *Lower* and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)). This indicates higher functional segregation within the cingulo-opercular regions during the listening challenge relative to resting state.

Higher Modularity of the Auditory Control Network Predicts Speech Comprehension Success. {#s6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To quantitatively assess the reconfiguration of the auditory control network described above, we compared functional connectivity and topology of this network between resting state and the listening task ([Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}).

![Brain network metrics derived from the frontotemporal auditory control network and prediction of listening success from modularity of this network. (*A* and *B*) Functional segregation within the auditory control network was significantly increased during the listening task relative to resting state. This was manifested in higher network modularity, within-module connectivity, and local network efficiency but lower between-module connectivity. Histograms show the distribution of the change (task minus rest) of the network metrics across all 49 participants. (*C* and *D*) Interaction of spatial cue and change in modularity of the auditory control network. The data points represent trial-averaged predictions derived from the (generalized) linear mixed effects model. Solid lines indicate linear regression fit to the trial-averaged data. Shaded area shows two-sided parametric 95% CIs. OR is the odds ratio (OR) parameter estimate resulting from generalized linear mixed effects models; β is the slope parameter estimate resulting from general linear mixed effects models.](pnas.1815321116fig06){#fig06}

First, while mean overall connectivity and within-module connectivity of this network significantly increased from rest to task (mean connectivity: Cohen's *d* = 0.66, *P* \< 0.001; within-module connectivity: Cohen's *d* = 0.7, *P* \< 0.001), between-module connectivity showed the opposite effect (Cohen's *d* = −1.15, *P* \< 0.001) ([Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}).

Second, functional segregation of the auditory control network was significantly increased from rest to task as manifested by a higher degree of modularity and mean local efficiency (modularity: Cohen's *d* = 2.13, *P* \< 0.001; local efficiency: Cohen's *d* = 0.9, *P* \< 0.001) ([Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}).

Critically, (generalized) linear mixed effects analyses revealed significant interactions of the spatial cue and change in modularity of the auditory control network for both behavioral dependent measures. More precisely, the change in modularity of this network showed positive correlations with accuracy ([Fig. 6*C*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}) and response speed ([Fig. 6*D*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}) under both divided and selective attention trials. However, these brain--behavior correlations were stronger under selective (accuracy: OR = 1.37, *P* \< 0.01; response speed: β = 0.04, *P* \< 0.01) than under divided attention trials (accuracy: OR = 1.23, *P* \< 0.05; response speed: β = 0.02, *P* \< 0.05) ([*SI Appendix*, Table S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental) has all model terms and estimates). We did not find any evidence for an interaction between the semantic cue and change in modularity of the auditory control network in predicting behavior (likelihood ratio tests; accuracy: $\chi^{2}$ = 0.3, *P* = 0.6; response speed: $\chi^{2}$ = 0.4, *P* = 0.5). There was also no significant interaction between age and change in modularity of the auditory control network in predicting behavior (accuracy: $\chi^{2}$ = 0.15, *P* = 0.7; response speed: $\chi^{2}$ = 0.4, *P* = 0.5) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Moreover, an additional linear mixed effects model with resting-state modularity and task modularity as two separate regressors revealed a significant main effect of the auditory control network modularity during the task (but not rest) in predicting accuracy (OR = 1.35, *P* \< 0.001). Additionally, there was a significant interaction between modularity of the auditory control network during the task with the spatial cue in predicting response speed (β = 0.01, *P* \< 0.05) ([*SI Appendix*, Table S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Apart from the nodal branching and merging in the auditory module, other reconfigurations, although less profound, could also be identified ([Fig. 4*B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). These include modular reconfiguration of subnetworks encompassing (*i*) visual, dorsal attention, and cingulo-opercular nodes; (*ii*) somatomotor, auditory, and cingulo-opercular nodes; (*iii*) default mode, frontoparietal, and ventral attention nodes; and (*iv*) dorsal attention, frontoparietal, and cingulo-opercular nodes. To investigate whether these reconfigurations predict listening behavior, we performed analyses analogous to those undertaken for the auditory control network. That is, using four separate linear mixed effects models, we included the change (i.e., task minus rest) in network modularity of each of the four aforementioned subnetworks. None of these models were able to predict individuals' listening behavior (accuracy or response speed). Thus, the prediction of speech comprehension success from modular reconfiguration of brain subnetworks was specific to the frontotemporal auditory control network ([Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#s7}
==========

First, we have shown here how resting-state brain networks reshape in adaptation to a challenging listening task. This reconfiguration predominantly emerges from a frontotemporal auditory control network that shows higher modularity and local efficiency during the listening task, shifting the whole-brain connectome toward higher segregation (more localized cortical processing). Second, the degree to which modularity of this auditory control network increases relative to its resting-state baseline predicts an individual's listening success. To illustrate, one SD change in modularity of the auditory control network increased a listener's chance of successful performance in a cued trial by about 3% on average, and it made her response about 40 ms faster. While the effect of modularity on behavior was found in states of both divided and selective attention, it was stronger for selective attention trials.

Optimal Brain Network Configuration for Successful Listening. {#s8}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The functional connectome was reconfigured toward more localized cortical processing during the listening task as reflected by higher segregation of the whole-brain network. This functional specialization suggests that resolving the listening task mainly required attending to and processing the sentences as unconnected speech, arguably at the level of single words, which is often associated with cortical regions localized to auditory, cingulo-opercular, and inferior frontal regions under adverse listening situations ([@r1], [@r13], [@r43]).

However, segregated topology is not necessarily the optimal brain network configuration to resolve every difficult speech comprehension task. Instead, we argue that the most favorable configuration depends on the nature and instruction of the task, in particular on the level of linguistic and semantic information that needs to be integrated to resolve the task (cf. refs. [@r41], [@r44], and [@r45]). Indeed, previous studies in the contexts of working memory and complex reasoning have found a shift of the functional connectome toward higher network integration ([@r33], [@r36]). Along these lines of research, our findings emphasize the importance of the degree (rather than the direction) of modular reconfiguration of brain networks in predicting individuals' behavior.

Functional Segregation Within the Auditory Control Network Is Critical for Cued Speech Comprehension. {#s9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In adaptation to the listening task, a segregated module emerged along bilateral STS and superior temporal gyrus with a posterior extension ([Fig. 4 *A* and *C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, cortical maps and [Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, dark blue module). This reconfiguration is in line with the proposal of a ventral stream in the functional neuroanatomy of speech processing (also referred to as the auditory what stream), which has been suggested to be involved in sound-to-meaning mapping during speech recognition tasks ([@r52][@r53][@r54][@r55]--[@r56]). In addition, the functional convergence of the auditory nodes with the posterior ventral attention nodes parallels the proposal that the posterior portion of the primary auditory cortex is involved in spatial separation of speech and sounds ([@r57][@r58][@r59][@r60]--[@r61]).

Our connectomic approach thus extends the existing evidence by demonstrating an increased functional cross-talk between neural systems involved in speech processing and sound localization during a cued speech comprehension task. Notably, the functional significance of this task-driven network reconfiguration was corroborated by its impact on listening success, in particular in states of selective attention. During selective attention trials, we assume that an active attentional filter mechanism is being invoked to "tune out" the distracting sentence presented to the opposite ear and to selectively amplify the sentence presented to the cued ear. Thus, the stronger brain--behavior correlation under selective attention trials suggests that this flexible filter is implemented by the formation of a more segregated and specialized cortical module composed of auditory and ventral attention nodes.

Another key observation here was auditory regions in anterior and superior temporal cortices as well as anterior insula and cingulate cortex merging with the somatomotor module during the listening task ([Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, light blue). In parallel, the frontal ventral attention nodes in the vicinity of the IFG remained within the default mode module ([Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, dark blue). Within the auditory control network, these reconfigurations appeared as the formation of highly segregated modules ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, modules except the dark blue one). Importantly, the degree of the modular reconfiguration of cingulo-opercular and ventral attention nodes was predictive of listening success only when their network interactions were modeled in combination with the auditory nodes (i.e., the auditory control network) and not with somatomotor or default mode nodes.

Our findings concur conceptually with the earlier work by Vaden et al. ([@r13]), who showed that, during a word recognition experiment, regions within the cingulo-opercular network displayed elevated activation in response to speech in noise, and regions along the ventral attention network showed this pattern during transitions between trials. Moreover, the authors found that cingulo-opercular regions exhibited higher functional connectivity relative to silence periods. Our results refine their findings and provide a clear distinction between cingulo-opercular and ventral attention nodes in their communication with auditory nodes during cued speech processing ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Our findings support the hypothesis that, during a listening challenge, cingulo-opercular regions form an autonomous "core" control system that monitors effortful listening performance ([@r62][@r63]--[@r64]), while ventral attention nodes implement attentional filtering of the relevant speech ([@r8]).

Our connectomic approach can be distinguished from previous activation studies in two aspects. First, we view the neural systems involved in challenging speech comprehension as a large-scale dynamic network with configuration that changes from idling or resting-state baseline to a high-duty listening task state. This allowed us to precisely delineate the cortical network embodiment of behavioral adaptation to a listening challenge.

Second, our graph-theoretical module identification unveiled a more complete picture (i.e., nodes, connections, and functional boundaries) of cortical subsystems supporting listening success. This allowed us to identify and characterize an auditory control network with modular organization that revealed how functional coordination within and between auditory, cingulo-opercular, and ventral attention regions controls the selection and processing of speech during a listening challenge.

Is Modularity the Network Principle of Auditory Attention? {#s10}
----------------------------------------------------------

The main finding of this study is that higher modularity of the auditory control network relative to resting state predicts individuals' listening success in states of both divided and selective attention. Among the three network metrics, only modularity linked the reconfiguration of brain networks with this behavioral utilization of a spatial cue. This suggests that auditory spatial attention in adverse listening situations is implemented across cortex by a fine-tuned communication within and between neural assemblies across auditory, ventral attention, and cingulo-opercular regions. This is in line with recent studies showing that higher modularity of brain networks supports auditory perception or decision making ([@r65], [@r66]).

Inherent in the principle of hierarchy, modularity allows formation of complex architectures that facilitate functional specificity, robustness, and behavioral adaptation ([@r67], [@r68]). Our results suggest that individuals' ability in modifying intrinsic brain network modules is crucial for their attention to speech and ultimately, successful adaptation to a listening challenge. Notably, our results help us better understand individual differences in speech comprehension at the systems level, with implications for hearing assistive devices and rehabilitation strategies.

Limitations. {#s11}
------------

The logic of modular reconfiguration of an auditory control brain network in individual listeners implies that it is possible to get reliable individual-specific estimates of network modularity. Recently, Gordon et al. ([@r69]) demonstrated that reliability of functional connectivity differs greatly across individuals, measures of interest, and anatomical locations. Important to this study, they showed that network modularity achieved an average difference of \<3% from the split data sample with only 10 min of data, while other network measures required longer scan duration. It is possible that the relatively short duration of the resting-state scan in this study may be hiding some significant individual variability. Future studies will be important to recover such important variation by dense sampling of individual brains ([@r70], [@r71]).

Knowing that fMRI provides an indirect measure of neural activations, it remains unknown how far our findings generalize to networks constructed based on brain neurophysiological responses recorded during resting state and listening ([@r72]). In this respect, an important question is how network coupling between neural oscillations relates to listening behavior ([@r73], [@r74]). In addition, although the sentences used in our linguistic Posner task were carefully designed to experimentally control individuals' use of spatial and semantic cues during listening, their trial-by-trial presentation makes the listening task less naturalistic. Future studies will be important to investigate the brain network correlates of listening success during attention to continuous speech. Lastly, in this study, the brain networks were constructed based on correlations between regional time series, which disregard directionality in the functional influences that regions may have on one another. Therefore, investigating causal relationships across cortical regions within the auditory control network would help us better understand the (bottom-up vs. top-down) functional cross-talks between auditory, ventral attention, and cingulo-opercular regions during challenging speech comprehension.

Conclusion. {#s12}
-----------

In sum, our findings suggest that behavioral adaptation of a listener hinges on task-specific reconfiguration of the functional connectome at the level of network modules. We conclude that the communication dynamics within the frontotemporal auditory control network are closely linked with the successful deployment of auditory spatial attention in challenging listening situations.

Materials and Methods {#s13}
=====================

Participants. {#s14}
-------------

Seventy-one healthy adult participants were invited from a larger cohort in which we investigate the neurocognitive mechanisms underlying adaptive listening in middle-aged and older adults \[a large-scale study entitled "The listening challenge: How ageing brain adapt (AUDADAPT)"; <https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/197855_en.html>\]. All participants were right-handed \[assessed by a translated version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory ([@r75])\] and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the participants had any history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. However, three participants had to be excluded after an incidental diagnosis made by an in-house radiologist based on the acquired structural MRI. In addition, 15 participants were excluded because of incomplete measurements due to technical issues, claustrophobia, or task performance below chance level. Four additional participants completed the experiment but were removed from data analysis due to excessive head motion inside the scanner (i.e., scan-to-scan movement \>1.5 mm of translation or 1.5° of rotation; rms of framewise displacement \>0.5 mm). Accordingly, 49 participants were included in the main analysis (mean age of 45.6 y old; age range =19--69 y old; 37 females). All procedures were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Lübeck. All participants gave written informed consent and were financially compensated (8€/h).

Procedure. {#s15}
----------

Each imaging session consisted of seven fMRI runs ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}): eyes-open resting state (∼8 min) followed by six runs in which participants performed a challenging speech comprehension task (∼9 min each) ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental) has a detailed description of the task). A structural scan (∼5 min) was acquired at the end of the imaging session ([*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental) has MRI acquisition parameters).

Preprocessing. {#s16}
--------------

During the resting state, 480 functional volumes were acquired, and during each run of the listening task, 540 volumes were acquired. To allow for signal equilibration, the first 10 volumes of resting state and each run of the task were removed. Preprocessing steps were undertaken in SPM12. First, the functional images were spatially realigned to correct for head motion using a least square approach and the six rigid body affine transformations. Second, the functional volumes were corrected for slice timing to adjust for differences in image acquisition times between slices. Subsequently, functional images were coregistered to each individual's structural image. Third, the normalization parameters from the subject's native space to the standard space \[Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital (MNI) coordinate system\] were obtained via the unified segmentation of their T1 images ([@r76]). The normalization parameters were then applied to each of the echo-planar image (EPI) volumes. No spatial smoothing was applied on the volumes to avoid potential artificial distance-dependent correlations between voxels' BOLD signals ([@r77], [@r78]).

Motion Artifact Removal. {#s17}
------------------------

In recent years, the potentially confounding impact of head motion or nonneural physiological trends on the temporal correlations between BOLD signals has been raised by multiple studies ([@r79], [@r80]). Knowing that older participants often make larger within-scan movements than younger participants ([@r28], [@r81]), the issue of motion is particularly important in this study, where the age of the participants spans across a wide range. Thus, we accounted for motion artifacts in three stages of our analysis. First, we used the denoising method proposed by ref. [@r82] that decomposes brain signals in wavelet space, identifies and removes trains of spikes that likely reflect motion artifacts, and reconstitutes denoised signals from the remaining wavelets. Second, we implemented a nuisance regression to suppress nonneural and motion artifacts as explained in the next section. Third, we used rms of framewise displacement as a regressor of no interest in the mixed effects analyses ([*Statistical Analysis*](#s22){ref-type="sec"}).

Cortical Parcellation. {#s18}
----------------------

Cortical nodes were defined using a previously established functional parcellation ([@r49]), which has shown relatively higher accuracy compared with other parcellations ([@r83]). This parcellation is based on surface-based resting-state functional connectivity boundary maps and encompasses 333 cortical areas. We used this template to estimate mean BOLD signals across voxels within each cortical region per participant.

Nuisance Regression. {#s19}
--------------------

To minimize the effects of spurious temporal correlations induced by physiological and movement artifacts, a general linear model was constructed to regress out white matter and cerebrospinal fluid mean time series together with the six rigid body movement parameters and their first-order temporal derivatives. Subsequently, the residual time series obtained from this procedure were concatenated across the six runs of the listening task for each participant. The cortical time series of the resting state and listening task were further used for functional connectivity and network analysis ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)). Note that global signal was not regressed out from the regional time series, as it is still an open question in the field what global signal regression in fact regresses out ([@r84][@r85]--[@r86]). In this study, wavelet despiking of motion artifacts allowed us to accommodate the spatial and temporal heterogeneity of motion artifacts. Importantly, our main results point to the reconfiguration of a frontotemporal auditory control network, which does not overlap with the mainly sensorimotor disruption map of the global signal ([@r84]).

Functional Connectivity. {#s20}
------------------------

Mean residual time series were band-pass filtered by means of maximum overlap discrete wavelet transform (Daubechies wavelet of length eight), and the results of the filtering within the range of 0.06--0.12 Hz (wavelet scale three) were used for additional analyses. It has been previously documented that the behavioral correlates of the functional connectome are best observed by analyzing low-frequency large-scale brain networks ([@r87][@r88][@r89]--[@r90]). The use of wavelet scale three was motivated by previous work showing that behavior during cognitive tasks predominately correlated with changes in functional connectivity in the same frequency range ([@r67], [@r90][@r91]--[@r92]). To obtain a measure of association between each pair of cortical regions, Fisher's *Z*-transformed Pearson correlations between wavelet coefficients were computed, which resulted in one 333 × 333 correlation matrix per participant for each resting state and listening task ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Connectomics. {#s21}
-------------

Brain graphs were constructed from the functional connectivity matrices by including the top 10% of the connections in the graph according to the rank of their correlation strengths ([@r77], [@r93]). This resulted in sparse binary undirected brain graphs at a fixed network density of 10% and assured that the brain graphs were matched in terms of density across participants, resting state, and listening task ([@r94], [@r95]). To investigate whether choosing a different (range of) graph density threshold(s) would affect the results ([@r96]), we examined the effect of graph thresholding using the cost integration approach ([@r93]) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)). Mean functional connectivity was calculated as the average of the upper diagonal elements of the sparse connectivity matrix for each participant. In addition, three key topological network metrics were estimated: mean local efficiency, modularity, and global efficiency. These graph-theoretical metrics were used to quantify the configuration of large-scale brain networks on the local, intermediate, and global scales of topology, respectively ([@r97]) ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). For each topological metric, we computed a whole-brain metric, which collapses that network property into one single metric \[Brain Connectivity Toolbox ([@r48])\] (the mathematical formalization of these metrics is in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1815321116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Statistical Analysis. {#s22}
---------------------

### Behavioral data. {#s23}

Performance of the participants during the listening task was assessed based on (a binary measure of) correct identification of the probed sentence final word (accuracy) and the inverse of reaction time on correct trials (response speed). Trials during which no response was given (within the response time window) were considered as incorrect. The single-trial behavioral measures across all individual participants were treated as the dependent variable in the (generalized) linear mixed effects analysis ([*Statistical Analysis*](#s22){ref-type="sec"}).

### Brain data. {#s24}

Statistical comparisons of network metrics between resting state and listening task were based on permutation tests for paired samples (randomly permuting the rest and task labels 10,000 times). We used Cohen's *d* for paired samples as the corresponding effect size.

Generalized Linear Mixed Effects Models. {#s25}
----------------------------------------

Brain--behavior relationship was investigated within a linear mixed effects analysis framework. To this end, either of the single-trial behavioral measures (accuracy or response speed) across all participants was treated as the dependent variable. The main predictors in the model were the spatial and semantic cues, each at two levels (divided vs. selective and general vs. specific, respectively). Since in this study, the main question is whether reconfiguration of resting-state brain networks in adaptation to the listening challenge relates to listening success, we used the difference between a given network parameter across resting state and the listening task (i.e., task minus rest) as the third main predictor. The linear mixed effects analysis framework allowed us to control for other variables that entered as regressors of no interest in the model. These included age, head motion (i.e., difference in rms of framewise displacement between resting state and task), and side probed (left or right). Mixed effects analyses were performed in R (R Core Team) using the packages lme4 and sjPlot.

Model Selection. {#s26}
----------------

To estimate the best fit of the linear mixed effects models, we followed an iterative model fitting procedure, which started with an intercept-only null model ([@r7]). Fixed effects terms were added in a stepwise procedure, and the change of model fit (performed using maximum likelihood estimation) was assessed using likelihood ratio tests. Deviation coding was used for categorical predictors. All continuous variables were *Z* scored. Since accuracy is a binary variable, we used a generalized linear mixed effects model with the logit as link function. In the case of response speed, the distribution of the data did not significantly deviate from normal distribution (Shapiro--Wilk test *P* value = 0.7). Thus, in this case, we used linear mixed effects models with the underlying distribution set to Gaussian. For both models predicting accuracy or response speed, we report *P* values for individual model terms that were derived using the Satterthwaite approximation for degrees of freedom. As a measure of effects size, for the model predicting correctness, we report OR, and for response speed, we report the regression coefficient (β).

Data Visualization. {#s27}
-------------------

Brain surfaces were visualized using the Connectome Workbench. Connectograms were visualized using the Brain Data Viewer. Network flow diagrams were visualized in MapEquation.

Data Availability. {#s28}
------------------

The complete dataset associated with this work, including raw data and connectivity maps, as well as code of network and statistical analyses are publicly available at <https://osf.io/28r57/>.
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